
Online DQM Plan for Tau High Level Trigger (Preliminary) 
 

Needs on the DQM Stream 
The tau HLT table consists of 13 trigger paths. The standard paths are 5 and the others 
are backup triggers (to be used for offline efficiency measurements etc.). Four our 
online tau stream we require input from events that pass at least one of our backup 
triggers (Note: 13 triggers must come to the stream – we only monitor the products of 
the 5 standard triggers). Moreover, we need 2-3 electron paths for quality tests. Since 
tau HLT is based on isolation, electrons are supposed to be perfect candidates for 
quality tests. A drop on the efficiency of the tau sub-paths for objects matched to 
objects that pass the electrons triggers means that there is a problem somewhere. For 
the electron triggers: We need a double electron trigger to validate the double tau path 
.For the single tau path we need an electron+MET trigger. For the muon+tau we need a 
muon+electron trigger. About the electron triggers it is possible to use triggers that will 
exist in the DQM stream from electron DQM. We are taking final objects (that pass 
the electron triggers) so we do not require collections since we are using TriggerEvent   
(AOD) to get the final objects. We just need the events to be in the stream. The 
triggers needed are described in the table below. The rates are computed with 
OpenHLT.(no rates for electron triggers:OpenHLT problems with electrons. A safe 
assumption is : e+tau rates = 10 x muon+tau rates )  

Trigger Paths with the new naming conventions (2_1_X) 
TRIGGER PATH TYPE DECRIPTION RATE(Hz) 
HLT_DoubleIsoTau_Trk3 STANDARD Standard Double Tau Trigger 0.031 
HLT_DoubleLooseIsoTau BACKUP Double Tau without tracking 5.4±0.4 
HLT_IsoEle12_LW_IsoTau_Trk3 STANDARD Electron + tau Trigger 0.067 
HLT_IsoEle12_LW_IsoTau_Trk3_noL1Tau BACKUP Electron+Tau seeded by L1 jet ? 
HLT_IsoEle12_LW_IsoTau_Trk3_noL2 BACKUP Electron+Tau no Calo Cuts ? 
HLT_IsoEle12_LW_LooseIsoTau BACKUP Electron+tau (no tracking) ? 
HLT_IsoMu14_LW_IsoTau_Trk3 STANDARD Muon + tau Trigger 0.006 
HLT_IsoMu14_LW_IsoTau_Trk3_noL1Tau BACKUP Muon+Tau seeded by L1 jet -- 
HLT_IsoMu14_LW_IsoTau_Trk3_noL2 BACKUP Muon+Tau no Calo Cuts 0.009 
HLT_IsoMu14_LW_LooseIsoTau BACKUP Muon+tau (no tracking) 0.044 
HLT_IsoTau_MET35_Trk15_L1MET STANDARD Single Tau + MET Trigger 0.037 
HLT_LooseIsoTau_MET35_Trk15_L1MET BACKUP Single Tau + MET (no tracking) 2.5±0.4 
HLT_IsoTau_MET65_Trk20 STANDARD High Pt Single Tau 0.001 
HLT_DoubleEle12_LW_OnlyPixelM_L1R ADDITIONA

L 
Double electron with only pixel ? 

HLT_IsoEle10_Mu10_L1R ADDITIONA
L 

Electron+Muon Path ? 



Electron+MET ?    ADDITIONA
L 

Electron+MET Path: 
OR single e Trigger+MET Cut 

 

Tau HLT Online Monitoring Principles 
Online Tau DQM Currently consists of: 

 Monitoring of the trigger bits per sub path for all standard triggers. Trigger bits 
are accessed by the objects of the HLTDEBUG collections  

 Draft efficiency measurements for electron+tau , muon+tau we perform using the 
backup triggers. (We read the final filter objects from TriggerEventAOD) 

 For all paths we  monitor the efficiency of the tau triggers for objects matched to 
external objects( ie electrons, jets) 

 Monitor distributions of the cuts applied to various trigger levels for :  

 Objects that pass the tau paths 

 Objects that pass the tau paths and are matched to external objects (ie. 
Electrons) 

The DQM interface is still in prototype form. Currently 50 Histograms are utilized. The 
final plan (after defining our needs according to the experience gained during the runs  
and additional requirements ) is to exploit the maximum monitoring capabilities by 
utilizing a number of ~ 150 histos.       

The objects needed for monitoring are included in the following table. The objects 
classes are the same per path...  

Collection Description 
TriggerSummaryAOD Trigger Event AOD 
DOUBLE TAU  
  
hltL2DoubleTauJets Jets produced after the reco around L1 

Seeds 
HltL2DoubleTauIsolationSelector L2 Isolated Jets 
hltIsolatedL25PixelTau L25 isolated Jets 
HltL2DoubleTauIsolationProducer Association Object between the L2 Jets 

and an Info class containing isolation 
algorithm results 

hltConeIsolationL25DoubleTau Association object between L25 jets and 
objects containing track Isolation results 

ELECTRON+ TAU  
hltL2TauJetsElectronTau Jets produced after the reco around L1 

Seeds 
hltL2ElectronTauIsolationSelector L2 Isolated Jets 
hltIsolatedL25ElectronTau L25 isolated Jets 
hltL2ElectronTauIsolationProducer Association Object between the L2 Jets 



and an Info class containing isolation 
algorithm results 

hltConeIsolationL25ElectronTau Association object between L25 jets and 
objects containing track Isolation results 

MUON+ TAU  
hltL2TauJetsMuonTau Jets produced after the reco around L1 

Seeds 
hltL2MuonTauIsolationSelector L2 Isolated Jets 
hltIsolatedL25MuonTau L25 isolated Jets 
hltL2MuonTauIsolationProducer Association Object between the L2 Jets 

and an Info class containing isolation 
algorithm results 

hltPixelTrackConeIsolationL25MuonTau Association object between L25 jets and 
objects containing track Isolation results 

TAU+MET  
hltL2SingleTauMETJets Jets produced after the reco around L1 

Seeds 
hltL2SingleTauMETIsolationSelector L2 Isolated Jets 
hltIsolatedL25SingleTauMET L25 isolated Jets 
hltIsolatedL3SingleTauMET L3 Isolated Jets 
hltL2SingleTauMETIsolationProducer Association Object between the L2 Jets 

and an Info class containing isolation 
algorithm results 

hltConeIsolationL25SingleTauMET Association object between L25 jets and 
objects containing track Isolation results 

hltConeIsolationL3SingleTauMET Association object between L3 jets and 
objects containing track Isolation results 

SINGLE TAU( HIGH PT)  
hltL2SingleTauJets Jets produced after the reco around L1 

Seeds 
hltL2SingleTauIsolationSelector L2 Isolated Jets 
hltIsolatedL25SingleTau L25 isolated Jets 
hltIsolatedL3SingleTau L3 Isolated Jets 
hltL2SingleTauIsolationProducer Association Object between the L2 Jets 

and an Info class containing isolation 
algorithm results 

hltConeIsolationL25SingleTau Association object between L25 jets and 
objects containing track Isolation results 

hltConeIsolationL3SingleTau Association object between L3 jets and 
objects containing track Isolation results 

 

Shifter Interface(very preliminary) 
Shifter interface is in preliminary phase. Since CRUZET 3 will be the first run for tau 
DQM, the important histograms will be identified or created. For this testing situation 
for layer 0 (max 4 histograms) the shifter can look at the trigger bits per path for 



mu+tau,e+tau,double tau , tau +MET. For layer 1(max 10 histograms) we can add the 
efficiency with reference to backup triggers and the efficiencies with ref to electrons.  

Details and documentation about the histograms to be defined in the next week  

 

Quality tests  
Not implemented yet 
 

RenderPlugins 
Not implemented yet 

 

 

 


